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Abstract
In this paper, we use the formula for the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of the solution of the stochastic
differential equation proven by Krylov and Veretennikov to obtain several results concerning some
properties of this expansion. Our main goal is to study the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of the local time at the fixed
point for the solution of the stochastic differential equation in the multidimensional case (when standard
local time does not exist even for Brownian motion). We show that under some conditions the renormalized
local time exists in the functional space defined by the L2-norm of the action of some smoothing operator.
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1. Introduction
Local time of a random process is usually defined as the density of the occupation measure
of the process with respect to Lebesgue measure, or, alternatively, as an additive functional
for Markov processes. But there exists another definition: local time can be defined as a limit
of approximations. This definition allows an interesting modification, which was discovered
to be useful for the self-intersection local time for two-dimensional Brownian motion in L2
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(see for example [11]). The limit in L2 of the approximations does not exist in this case. But,
if we change these approximations by subtracting their mathematical expectation, the modified
approximations will converge in L2. This limit is called the renormalized local time. It plays a
significant role in the description of self-intersections for the two-dimensional Brownian motion.
For example, it is known that the asymptotics of the area of the Wiener sausage contains
renormalized local time [7].
In recent years a new approach has been developed that utilizes Gaussian structure of the
process. The general idea is as follows: study Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of the approximations
for local time and find some properties of the expansion members that allow us to study their
convergence. This convergence can be used to obtain the existence of local time defined as a
limit of approximations in some functional space (for example in Watanabe–Sobolev space).
The concept of renormalization appears naturally in this approach, since the first member of
Itoˆ–Wiener expansion is the mathematical expectation. It means that we can study renormalized
local time (understanding renormalization as the subtraction of the mathematical expectation)
using this approach with minimal additional effort. This idea was used successfully in many
papers. Imkeller, Perez-Abreu, Vives [5] proved that it is possible to define the renormalized
self-intersection local time for d-dimensional Brownian motion as an element of Sobolev space,
but only for the case d = 2. Several authors considered different Gaussian processes, with many
results produced for fractional Brownian motion (see [9,2,4]). The general result for a class of
Gaussian processes was presented in our earlier work [12], along with the application to the
self-intersection local time for fractional Brownian motion.
It is well-known that classical local time (at the fixed point) does not exist for Brownian
motion in the dimensions greater than one, and the same is true, generally speaking, for diffusion
processes. However we can still define a “generalized version” of local time. Dorogovtsev and
Bakun [1] found that it is possible to define a generalized local time for multidimensional
Brownian motion. This generalized local time is a limit of the renormalized approximations
in some functional space, where renormalization is the subtraction of several members of
the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion. The functional space has to include the additional “smoothing”
for the kernels of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion (otherwise their standard L2 norm grows to
infinity). Originally the idea, that was proposed by Dorogovtsev, was to extend the well-known
renormalization result for the self-intersection local time for two-dimensional Brownian motion
to another situation.
In this paper we chose to study a more general case in the similar fashion. We have Brownian
motion replaced by the solution of the stochastic differential equation (SDE). We use the known
approach outlined above, and study the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of the local time for the solution of
SDE, even though the local time in the usual meaning may not exist. The functional space used
in our paper (and in [1]) is relatively simple and may be considered natural, since it is connected
to the well-known second quantization operator Γ (A). The choice of this norm is justified by the
fact that it provides an appropriate “smoothing” for the kernels of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion. Our
results may also be seen as some properties of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion for the solution of SDE,
without mentioning local times.
Our interest in this investigation can be explained more fully by the following. Local time is a
fundamental notion for random processes: if we know something about local time then we have
better understanding of the behaviour of the process. Similarly if we know something about the
Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of a random variable then we can find out more about this random variable.
In our case there may be no actual local time as a random variable but the connection between
the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion and the geometry of the solution of SDE may still exist. Therefore
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we hope that the existence of a generalized local time can provide more information about the
process. In the future our results may be extended and possibly used to study the existence and
uniqueness of the solution or to describe self-intersections for the solution of SDE. Also it is
interesting to see how the properties of the process change when we replace Brownian motion
by the solution of SDE. This replacement can be viewed as the action of so-called Itoˆ map. The
properties of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion that we study may be related to some properties of Itoˆ
map.
The main result of this paper is the extension of the result about the existence of generalized
local time from [1] to the solution of SDE. We assume the continuity of the coefficients
of SDE, the condition of uniform strict ellipticity and additionally that these coefficients are
smooth and bounded together with all their derivatives in the space variable. Under these
conditions it turns out to be possible to investigate the behaviour of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion
of a function of the solution. In particular we prove some estimates for the kernels of the
Itoˆ–Wiener expansion, similar to those existing for the transition density of the process. Then
we consider the functional space similar to the one used in [1] and find a representation
of the norm of the local time approximations, that allows us to prove the existence of
the renormalized local time as an element of this functional space. We use two classical
results: the representation of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of the solution of SDE (we call it
Krylov–Veretennikov representation), proven by Veretennikov and Krylov in [14] and Gaussian
estimates for the derivatives of the fundamental solution of parabolic PDE [3]. The second result
is useful since Krylov–Veretennikov representation can be written using the fundamental solution
of parabolic PDE associated with SDE. Note that we consider the local time at a single point for
d-dimensional diffusion process with d > 2 (case d = 1 is formally included but trivial), which
does not exists as a random variable even with renormalization, therefore all known results for
classical local times of diffusion processes are not applicable.
In the next section we introduce some basic definitions and notation. After that we use
two known results: Krylov–Veretennikov representation and the existence of the fundamental
solution of parabolic PDE to find the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of the local time approximations.
The Section 4 is fully devoted to the properties of the fundamental solution of parabolic PDE.
We extend some classical Gaussian estimates in the case when the coefficients of PDE have
uniformly bounded derivatives of any order. These estimates are applicable to the representation
of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of the local time approximations. In the Section 5 we show some
interesting examples when the coefficients of SDE are not smooth. We show that non-smoothness
leads to the violation of Gaussian estimates for Itoˆ–Wiener expansion. In the last section we prove
our main result about the existence of the renormalized local time for the solution of SDE.
2. Definitions and notation
Consider a Cauchy problem for stochastic differential equation
d X t = a(t, X t )dt + σ(t, X t )dWt , Xs = x (1)
where X t ∈ Rd , a is a measurable bounded d-vector function, σ is a measurable bounded d × d-
matrix function and W is a standard Wiener process in Rd . Denote b = σσ T . Suppose that b is
strictly uniformly positive definite, i.e.
∃δ > 0,∀t ∈ R, x ∈ Rd , y ∈ Rd : (b(t, x)y, y) > δ∥y∥2. (2)
It is known that under given conditions this stochastic equation has a weak solution (see [6]).
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Denote, for any f ∈ C2(Rd),
St,xk f (x) =
d
i=1
σik(t, x)
∂ f
∂xi
(x) (3)
L t,x f (x) =
d
i=1
ai (t, x)
∂ f
∂xi
(x)+ 1
2
d
i=1
d
j=1
d
k=1
(σikσ jk)(t, x)
∂2 f
∂xi∂x j
(x). (4)
Let Ts,t , s < t be a set of operators that define the solution of the following Cauchy problem
(which is solved backwards in time):
∂
∂s
u(s, x)+ Ls,x u(s, x) = 0, s < t; u(t, x) = f (x) (5)
and by the definition Ts,t f (x) = u(s, x). It is well-known that Ts,t f (x) = E f (X t ), where X t is
a solution of (1).
Denote as C∞b (Rd) a space of infinitely differentiable functions on Rd that are bounded
together with all their derivatives. We say that family of functions { fu, u ∈ U } belong uniformly
to C∞b (Rd) with constants Mq , q = (q1, . . . , qn), qi = 1, . . . , d if for all n, q , u ∈ U and
x ∈ Rd : ∂∂xq1 . . . ∂∂xqn fu(x)
 6 Mq . (6)
We are going to investigate properties of X t using theory of Gaussian spaces and Malliavin
calculus. Therefore we need some basic facts, that can be found for example in [15,8]. Let
Wt ∈ Rd , t ∈ [0, 1]- be a d-dimensional Wiener process (same as before except that we restrict
it to the time interval [0, 1]), FW – σ -algebra generated by W . Denote∆n[0, 1] = {(t1, . . . , tn) ∈
Rn : 0 < t1 < · · · < tn < 1}. Suppose that random variable ξ is FW -measurable and lies in
L2(Ω), then there exists a unique sequence of functions am ∈ L2(∆n[0, 1]) (we may suppose
that am ∈ L2([0, 1]n) by setting am equal to zero where it is not defined) indexed by n and
multiindex m = (m1, . . . ,mn),mi = 1, . . . , d, such that:
ξ =
∞
n=0
(d,...,d)
m=(1,...,1)

∆n [0,1]
am(t1, . . . , tn)dWm1(t1) . . . dWmn (tn).
This sum consists of orthogonal elements of L2(Ω) and defines decomposition of L2(Ω) into a
direct sum of subspaces. It is called Itoˆ–Wiener expansion or sometimes (when dealing with the
general case of Gaussian spaces) chaos decomposition. On the linear space of random variables
from L2(Ω), such that the sum above is finite, we can define the following norm, for all α ∈ R:
∥ξ∥22,α =
∞
n=0
(1+ n)α
(d,...,d)
m=(1,...,1)
∥am∥22
where ∥am∥2 is the norm of am in L2([0, 1]n). The completion of this space is denoted D2,α and
called Sobolev space (or Watanabe–Sobolev space). Similarly we can define spaces Φ2(A) using
norm
∥ξ∥22,A =
∞
n=0
(d,...,d)
m=(1,...,1)
∥(A⊗na)m∥22 (7)
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where A is a “smoothing” linear operator on the space (L2([0, 1]))d and A⊗n acts on the
{am,m = (m1, . . . ,mn)} as an element of (L2([0, 1])d)⊗n . We will define this action precisely
below and only for a certain type of operators, to avoid unnecessary complications.
This norm can be written as
∥ξ∥22,A = |Γ (A)ξ |22,0 = E(Γ (A)ξ)2 (8)
where Γ (A) is so-called “second quantization operator”, which can be defined by (see [13])
Γ (A)ξ =
∞
n=0
(d,...,d)
m=(1,...,1)

∆n [0,1]
(A⊗na)m(t1, . . . , tn)dWm1(t1) . . . dWmn (tn).
in the case when ∥A∥ 6 1.
In this paper we consider only multiplication operators of form:
(Aϕ)i (t) = ψi (t)ϕi (t), ϕ ∈ (L2([0, 1]))d (9)
where ψi are measurable functions such that:
sup
i,t
|ψi (t)| 6 β < 1. (10)
Now A⊗n acts on the {am,m = (m1, . . . ,mn)} in the following way
(A⊗na)m(t1, . . . , tn) = ψm1(t1) . . . ψmn (tn)am(t1, . . . , tn)
There is an alternative formula for the action of the operator Γ (A) with such A:
Γ (A)ξ = E˜(ξ(Wˆ )) (11)
where Wˆ is a d-dimensional Wiener process, defined by
dWˆi (t) = ψi (t)dWi (t)+

1− ψ2i (t)dW˜i (t).
W˜ is a d-dimensional Wiener process independent of W and E˜ is the mathematical expectation
over probability space of W˜ . This formula is easy to get from the definition of Γ (A). We also
use the following notation:
(ξ1, ξ2)2,A = E(Γ (A)ξ1Γ (A)ξ2)
for ξ1, ξ2 that are FW -measurable and in L2(Ω).
In this article we define local time using a family of approximations as follows. Denote
ILT ( f ) =
 1
0
f (X t )dt
where X t is a solution of (1) and let
fε(x) = (2πε)−d/2e− ∥x∥
2
2ε
be a family of functions approximating δ0 as ε→ 0+.
Definition 1. If the limit
lim
ε→0+ ILT ( fε(· − x))
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exists in D2,α we call it the local time of the process X t at x in D2,α . If it exists in Φ2(A) we call
it the local time of the process X t at x in Φ2(A).
Denote
I nLT ( f ) = ILT ( f )−
n
k=0

|m|=k
ξm
where
ξm =

∆n [0,1]
am(t1, . . . , tn) dWm1(t1) . . . dWmn (tn)
is an element of Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of ILT ( f ) with multiindex m.
Definition 2. If the limit
lim
ε→0+ I
n
LT ( fε(· − x))
exists in D2,α we call it n-renormalized local time of the process X t at x in D2,α . If it exists in
Φ2(A) we call it n-renormalized local time in Φ2(A) of the process X t at x .
In this article we do not use the definition with convergence in D2,α (since it does not work
for our case), but this definition is widely used in several papers including our previous works
(see [12]). Therefore it is useful to discuss its relation to the convergence in Φ2(A). First of all
if ∥A∥ < 1 (we always suppose this) then it is easy to see that Φ2(A) norm is dominated by any
D2,α norm. Moreover if A is a multiplication operator (again we use only this kind of operators)
then we get an additional “smoothing” effect on the kernels of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion with
a suitable choice of multiplier. In fact this “smoothing” effect is the reason for us to introduce
Φ2(A) norm. We need it since the kernels of Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of local time may have
singularities and may not belong to L2([0, 1]n) (it happens even for standard Wiener process in
the dimension d > 2, see [1] and example below). This is why our first task is to study these
singularities. We are going to achieve that with some suitable representation of the Itoˆ–Wiener
expansion of ILT ( f ).
3. Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of solutions of SDE
The purpose of this section is to find a representation of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of local
time for X t , which is a solution of (1). We will rewrite this representation using the fundamental
solution G of associated PDE (5), i.e. function G(s, t, x, y) defined for s < t and x, y ∈ Rd ,
such that:
1. G is jointly continuous in all variables for s < t and x, y ∈ Rd .
2. G is one time differentiable with respect to s and two times differentiable with respect to x
for all s < t and x, y ∈ Rd and satisfies ∂
∂s G(s, t, x, y)+ Ls,x G(s, t, x, y) = 0.
3. For any bounded continuous function f on Rd :
lim
s→t−

Rd
G(s, t, x, y) f (y)dy = f (x)
and the limit exists uniformly on the compact sets.
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We denote as {am(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x) : m = (m1, . . . ,mn),mi = 1, . . . , d} the kernels of
the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of E( f (X t )/FWt ), where 0 < s < t1 < · · · < tn < t < 1 (s were
fixed as a starting moment of time for our Cauchy problem, now we additionally assume that
s ∈ (0, 1)), f – a bounded measurable function and (X,W ) is a weak solution of (1). Denote
as {bm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x) : m = (m1, . . . ,mn),mi = 1, . . . , d} the kernels of the Itoˆ–Wiener
expansion of
 t
s E( f (Xr )/F
W
r )dr . Note that t
s
E( f (Xr )/F
W
r )dr = E
 t
s
f (Xr )dr/F
W
t

a.s.
due to the well-know fact that E( f (Xr )/FWr ) = E( f (Xr )/FWt ) a.s. if r < t (it follows from the
definition of weak solution).
Theorem 1. Suppose that b satisfies (2), a and b are both continuous and bounded above by
constant M2 and satisfy Holder condition with respect to x with constant M1 and exponent
θ 6 1 for all t , b is uniformly continuous on [0, 1] × Rd and σ is a measurable function. Then
for any weak solution (X,W ) of (1):
• The kernels of Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of E( f (X t )/FWt ) can be represented as:
am(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x) =

Rd
qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y) f (y)dy (12)
where
qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y) =

Rdn
G(s, t1, x, z1)S
t1,z1
m1 G(t1, t2, z1, z2)
. . . Stn−1,zn−1mn−1 G(tn−1, tn, zn−1, zn)Stn ,znmn G(tn, t, zn, y)dz1 . . . dzn (13)
and each Su,zi is operator defined by (3) which acts on variable z.• Each qm satisfies the following inequality for 0 < s < t < 1:
|qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y)| 6 Cn((t2 − t1) . . . (t − tn))−1/2(t − s)−d/2 exp−γ
∥x−y∥2
2(t−s) (14)
where Cn, n = 0, 1, . . . and γ are some positive constants depending only on a and b.
• The kernels of Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of  ts E( f (Xr )/FWr )dr can be represented as:
bm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x) =

Rd
rm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y) f (y)dy (15)
where
rm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y) =
 t
tn
qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, r, x, y)dr. (16)
We are going to prove this theorem using two known theorems from theory of SDE and
PDE. Our starting point is a well-known result proved by Veretennikov and Krylov in [14] (first
appeared in a joint work of Krylov and Zvonkin [16]) that gives an explicit formula for the
Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of some function of X t .
Theorem 2 ([14]). If σ , a are bounded measurable, b = σσ T is uniformly continuous on
[0, 1] × Rd and satisfies (2), then kernels am can be represented as
am(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x) = Ts,t1 St1,·m1 Tt1,t2 St2,·m2 . . . Stn ,·mn Ttn ,t f (x). (17)
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The condition of uniform continuity for b is a stronger version of an additional restriction in
the original result by Krylov and Veretennikov (as authors suggested themselves). Later we will
show that we can drop this condition for smooth a and b.
Theorem 2 was proved in [14] using repeated application of Itoˆ formula. Another way to
prove this representation is to use second quantization operator Γ (A) (or Ornstein–Uhlenbeck
semigroup, i.e take A = e−λ I ). We will give more information about this approach later, since
we want to use it directly to estimate Φ2(A)-norm of the renormalized local time rather than
through the representation from Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 can be used to find the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of
 1
0 f (X t )dt .
Theorem 3. Under conditions of Theorem 2 the kernels
{bm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x) : m = (m1, . . . ,mn),mi = 1, . . . , d}
of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of
 t
s E( f (Xr )/F
W
r )dr can be represented as
bm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x) =
 t
tn
am(s, t1, . . . , tn, r, x)dr (18)
where am(s, t1, . . . , tn, r, x) are the kernels of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of E( f (Xr )/FWr ) as in
formula (17) from Theorem 2.
Proof. The representation of am in Theorem 2 provides its joint measurability. Therefore we
only need to prove that the integral with respect to dr can be put inside of the sum in the
Itoˆ–Wiener expansion and inside of the multiple stochastic integral. The first is a consequence of
the following obvious fact:
 1
0

E f 2(X t )dt < +∞, as shown in [12] in the proof of Theorem
3.1 and the second is a well-known property of stochastic integral, which holds under the same
condition. The idea here is to estimate the integral using the norm in L2(Ω). For example
am(s, t1, . . . , tn, r, x) is integrable with respect to dr (absolutely in Lebesgue sense) for almost
all t1, . . . , tn since t
s
|1{tn<r}am(s, t1, . . . , tn, r, x)|dr

2
6
 t
s
∥1{tn<r}am(s, t1, . . . , tn, r, x)∥2dr
6
 t
s
∥ f (Xr )∥2,0dr =
 1
0

E f 2(X t )dt < +∞
where ∥ · ∥2 is the norm in L2(∆n[0, 1]) of a function of t1, . . . , tn and ∥ · ∥2,0 is the norm in
L2(Ω) = D2,0. 
Our next step is to recall the well-known result from the theory of parabolic partial differential
equations (see for example [10]).
Theorem 4. Suppose that a and b are continuous and bounded above by constant M2, satisfy
Holder condition with respect to x with constant M1 and exponent θ 6 1 for all t and b
satisfies (2). Then there exists unique fundamental solution G for differential operator ∂
∂t + L t,·.
Additionally G is positive and satisfies the following inequalities:
G(s, t, x, y) 6 C(t − s)−d/2 exp−γ ∥x−y∥
2
2(t−s)
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 6 C(t − s)−(d+1)/2 exp−γ ∥x−y∥22(t−s) ∂∂xi1 ∂∂xi2 G(s, t, x, y)
 6 C(t − s)−(d+2)/2 exp−γ ∥x−y∥22(t−s)
with some positive constants C and γ depending only on M1, θ , M2, δ and d.
As a consequence of this theorem we can represent a solution of Cauchy problem (5) for a
bounded continuous functions f using fundamental solution.
u(s, x) =

Rd
G(s, t, x, y) f (y)dy
It is well-known that this solution is unique in the class of solutions growing not faster than
eβ∥x∥2 if the coefficients a and b are bounded. The fundamental solution G is also a kernel for
Ts,t .
Using the fundamental solution we can finally rewrite the representations (17) and (18) as a
repeated convolutions of the fundamental solution with itself (under the action of some first order
differential operator).
Proof of Theorem 1. First of all due to Theorem 4 the fundamental solution G exists. This
solution and its first derivative with respect to x are bounded by Gaussian densities. We use
the estimate for derivative of fundamental solution as follows:
|Ss,xk G(s, t, x, y)| 6 d sup
i,x,r
|σik(r, x)|C(t − s)−(d+1)/2 exp−γ
∥x−y∥2
2(t−s) .
Since
sup
i,t,x
|σik(t, x)| 6 sup
i,t,x
 d
k=1
(σik(t, x))2 = sup
i,t,x

bi i (t, x) 6

M2
we obtain:
|qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y)| 6 (d M2)nCn+1

Rdn
(t1 − s)−d/2 exp−γ
∥x−z1∥2
2(t1−s)
× (t2 − t1)−(d+1)/2 exp−γ
∥z2−z1∥2
2(t2−t1) . . .
× (t − tn)−(d+1)/2 exp−γ
∥y−zn∥2
2(t−tn ) dz1 . . . dzn
= (d M2)nCn+1(2π)nd/2((t2 − t1) . . . (t − tn))−1/2
× (t − s)−d/2 exp−γ ∥x−y∥
2
2(t−s) .
Since assumptions on a and b in Theorem 1 are stronger than in Theorem 2 we can apply
Theorem 2. It means that we have the representation (17) for am . We can replace the action
of semigroup Ts,t in it by the convolution using kernel G. We may differentiate with respect to
x in the action of Ss,x under all integrals. The resulting multiple integral exists and can be taken
in any order due to the Gaussian estimate on |Ss,xk G(s, t, x, y)| that we already mentioned. This
immediately means that (12) and (13) are proved. To prove (15) and (16) we need to show that
integrating qm first with respect to dt then with respect to f (x)dx is the same as vice versa.
The difficulty here is that qm may have singularity near t = tn (see examples below). But as we
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can see the estimate (14) shows that this singularity is not worse than (t − tn)−1/2, so |qm | is
integrable with respect to dt and the theorem is proved. 
In this section we established that if we want to estimate the kernels of the Itoˆ–Wiener
expansion of the local time for a solution of SDE we can work with the fundamental solution
of associated PDE. Before we proceed to study properties of qm and rm we need to consider an
important example:
Example 1. Suppose that a = 0 and σ = I , then X t = Wt + x . In this case
qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y) = 1{s<t1<···<tn<t}Hm
×

y − x√
t − s

(2π)−d/2(t − s)−(d+n)/2e−∥y−x∥2/2(t−s)
where
Hm(z) = (−1)ne∥z∥2/2 ∂
∂zm1
. . .
∂
∂zmn
e−∥z∥2/2
are multidimensional Hermite polynomials. This formula can be easily found using (13) and
integration by parts. Also it appeared in several papers dealing with Itoˆ–Wiener expansions,
usually in a slightly different form (for example it can be found in some recent papers, where it
was used to define local time [1,12]).
Note that in this example qm is unbounded only in the neighbourhood of t = s, x = z and
does not depend on t1, . . . , tn (as long as s < t1 < · · · < tn < t holds) which is better than in
the estimate (14).
In the following we will improve (14) for the case when a and b belong uniformly to C∞b (Rd)
and show that in this general situation the behaviour of kernels (or more precisely their singularity
with respect to the variables s,tk ,t) is the same as in the example above.
4. Estimates for fundamental solution
In this section we use a modification of a variant of the standard parametrix method (the
method that was used to prove upper bounds for the fundamental solution in [3]) to obtain some
new estimates for the fundamental solution. The key difference between the classical method and
our results is that our new estimates may be applied to qm . This section contains some technical
details of non-probabilistic nature, so it is worth noting that only the formulations of Theorems 5
and 6, Remark 1, Corollary 1 and related definitions of Qu and Qu,n are needed for the rest of
the article.
In the following we suppose that all elements of b and a belong uniformly to C∞b (Rd)
with constants Mq , q = (q1, . . . , qn), qi = 1, . . . , d (as defined by (6)). It is well-known that
under this condition (together with strict ellipticity) we can have a Gaussian-type estimates for
the derivatives of the fundamental solution G. These estimates are formulated in [10] without
specifying constant dependence on coefficients. All the ideas and essentially all the proofs (but
not the exact statement) for the following theorem and associated lemmas are contained in [3].
Theorem 5. Suppose that a and b are continuous, all elements of a(s, ·) and b(s, ·) belong
uniformly to C∞b (Rd) with constants Mq and b satisfies (2). Then there exists constants γk > 0
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and Ck > 0, k = 0, 1, . . . depending only on d, δ and Mq such that for all 0 < s < t < 1, non-
negative integers m, l, k and p = (p1, . . . , pm) ∈ {1, . . . , d}m , q = (q1, . . . , ql) ∈ {1, . . . , d}l ,
r = (r1, . . . , rk) ∈ {1, . . . , d}k: ∂∂xr1 + ∂∂yr1

. . .

∂
∂xrk
+ ∂
∂yrk

∂
∂x p1
. . .
∂
∂x pm
∂
∂yq1
. . .
∂
∂yql
G(s, t, x, y)

6 Cm+l+k(t − s)−(d+m+l)/2 exp−γm+l+k
∥x−y∥2
2(t−s) . (19)
Since, to our knowledge, this exact version of the Gaussian estimates for the fundamental
solution of parabolic PDE is not present anywhere, we feel that it is appropriate to provide a
brief version of the proof, even though this proof is mostly the repetition of a slightly modified
version of the parametrix method from [3]. It is also appropriate since ideas used here are also
useful for estimating kernels qm as we will show later. We proceed with few lemmas to prepare
the proof of Theorem 5.
Denote as Ru = Ru(C, γ ) a set of real-valued functions F(s, t, x, y) on {0 6 s 6 t 6
1} ∪ {x, y ∈ Rd} that satisfy:
|F(s, t, x, y)| 6 C(t − s)−(d+u)/2(2π)−d/2 exp−γ ∥x−y∥
2
2(t−s)
with some positive constants C, γ . Define a set Qu = Qu(C, γ ), where C = (C0,C1, . . .) and
γ = (γ0, γ1, . . .) are sequences of positive constants, as a set of functions F(s, t, x, y) defined
for 0 6 s 6 t 6 1 and x, y ∈ Rd , such that Qu ⊂ C∞b (Rd) and:
Qu(C, γ ) =

F(s, t, x, y)|
∀k, l,m = 0, 1, . . . ; ∀p = (p1, . . . , pm),∀q = (q1, . . . , ql),
∀r = (r1, . . . , rk); pi , qi , ri ∈ {1, . . . , d} :
∂
∂xr1
+ ∂
∂yr1

. . .

∂
∂xrk
+ ∂
∂yrk

∂
∂x p1
. . .
∂
∂x pm
∂
∂yq1
. . .
∂
∂yql
F ∈
Ru+m+l(Cm+l+k, γm+l+k)

.
This definition allows us to write a sequence of estimates in a simple form. For example the
conclusion of Theorem 5 now can be rewritten as follows: G ∈ Q0(C, γ ), where C and γ
depend only on d,δ and Mq .
The following Lemma 1 is the main tool for obtaining Gaussian estimates. A different version
of this lemma (for more general case but with weaker conclusion) with similar proof is present
in [3] (Lemma 9.1 on p. 94). We only sharpened the statement of the lemma to fit our purposes.
Lemma 1. Suppose that F1 ∈ Qu(C1, γ 1), F2 ∈ Qv(C2, γ 2) for u < 2, v < 2. and
F3(s, t, x, y) =
 t
s

Rd
F1(s, r, x, z)F2(r, t, z, y)dzdr
then F3 ∈ Qu+v−2(C3, γ 3), where C3 and γ 3 depend only on C1, γ 1, C2, γ 2, u, v.
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Proof. Directly estimating F1 and F2 under the integral we obtain F3 ∈ Ru+v−2. To deal with
the derivatives of F3 we need a representation of the derivatives of
H(s, t, x, y, r) =

Rd
F1(s, r, x, z)F2(r, t, z, y)dz.
Since we know that F1(s, r, x, z)F2(r, t, z, y) (and all their derivatives with respect to x ,y,z)
decrease exponentially to 0 as |z| → +∞ we can integrate by parts to show that:
∂
∂xi
H(s, t, x, y, r) =

Rd

∂
∂xi
+ ∂
∂zi

F1(s, r, x, z)F2(r, t, z, y)dz
+

Rd
F1(s, r, x, z)
∂
∂zi
F2(r, t, z, y)dz. (20)
Similar formula can be obtained for the derivative with respect to y. Adding these two
representations we get:
∂
∂xi
+ ∂
∂yi

H(s, t, x, y, r) =

Rd

∂
∂xi
+ ∂
∂zi

F1(s, r, x, z)F2(r, t, z, y)dz
+

Rd
F1(s, r, x, z)

∂
∂zi
+ ∂
∂yi

× F2(r, t, z, y)dz. (21)
We can see that (again by estimating directly)
∂
∂xi
+ ∂
∂yi

H(s, t, x, y, r) ∈ Ru+v−2.
Using induction we can deal with all derivatives of this form.
Unfortunately direct estimate does not work for the derivative with respect to x since ∂
∂xi
F1
belongs to Rv+1 and generally speaking it is not integrable with respect to dr if v + 1 > 2.
However we can use the following trick (which was also used in [3]): if r ∈ [ t+s2 , t] we estimate
∂
∂xi
F1(s, r, x, z) directly and if r ∈ [s, t+s2 ] we estimate representation (20). We obtain that
∂
∂xi
F3 ∈ Ru+v−1. The same approach works for the derivative with respect to y. To prove the
estimates for higher derivatives using the same trick we just need to prove an analogue of (20)
for higher derivatives, which is easy to do after applying (20) several times consequently. It is
obvious that constants in all estimates depend only on C1,γ 1,C2,γ 2,u,v. 
The following lemma provides that solution of integral equation found by iteration have
necessary estimates. The ideas leading to the proof of this lemma are present in [3] (pp. 99–101).
Again we are only adapting corresponding results therein to our case.
Lemma 2. Suppose that F1 ∈ Qu(C1, γ 1), F2 ∈ Qv(C2, γ 2), where u < 2, v < 2, Consider
the following integral equation with unknown function H(s, t, x, y), which holds for all 0 6 s <
t 6 1; x, y ∈ Rd :
H(s, t, x, y) = F1(s, t, x, y)+
 t
s

Rd
F2(s, r, x, z)H(r, t, z, y)dzdr.
Then there is a solution to this equation that belongs to Qu(C3, γ 3), where C3 and γ 3 depend
only on C1, γ 1, C2, γ 2, u, v.
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Proof. Denote K0 = F1, and
Ki+1(s, t, x, y) =
 t
s

Rd
F2(s, r, x, z)Ki (r, t, z, y)dzdr
for i = 0, 1, . . .. The solution to the integral equation can be written as:
H =
∞
i=0
Ki (22)
where the sum converges pointwise to some function in Ru (this is a classical result from the
parametrix method, which follows from direct estimates of each Ki ).
We notice that solution of our integral equation can also be found as
H(s, t, x, y) = F1(s, t, x, y)+
 t
s

Rd
H0(s, r, x, z)F1(r, t, z, y)dzdr
where H0 satisfies the same integral equation with F1 replaced by F2. But we already know that
we can find a solution H0 that belongs to Rv , since F2 ∈ Rv , v < 2. If we prove that in fact
H0 ∈ Qv it would be enough to finish the proof, since from Lemma 1 we immediately obtain
that H ∈ Qu .
To show this we notice that H0 satisfies the following equation (the idea is taken from [3]
p.101)
H0(s, t, x, y) =
2l+1
i=0
K 0i (s, t, x, y)+
 t
s

Rd
K 0l (s, r1, x, z1)
×
 t
r1

Rd
H0(r1, r2, z1, z2)K
0
l (r2, t, z2, y)dz2dr2dz1dr1
where K 00 = F2 and
K 0i+1(s, t, x, y) =
 t
s

Rd
F2(s, r, x, z)K
0
i (r, t, z, y)dzdr.
Using Lemma 1 we can see that K 0i ∈ Qv+i(v−2), so we only need to estimate the last integral.
We can choose l to depend on n, v, such that v+ l(v− 2)+ n < 0. Then we have K 0l ∈ R−n and
consequently the integral can be differentiated n times with respect to x, y, the derivative can be
taken under the integral and the whole integral is a function at least in Rv (since we already know
that H0 ∈ Rv), which is enough to complete the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 5. It is well-known that G can be represented as
G(s, t, x, y) = G0(s, t, x − y, y)+
 t
s

Rd
G0(s, r, x − z, z)H(r, t, z, y)dzdr
where G0(s, t, x, y) is a fundamental solution of (5) with the coefficients of the operator Ls,x
being “frozen” at point x = y, i.e. we replace Ls,x by
Ls,x,y f (x) =
d
i=1
ai (s, y)
∂ f
∂xi
(x)+ 1
2
d
i=1
d
j=1
d
k=1
(σikσ jk)(s, y)
∂2 f
∂xi∂x j
(x).
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The function H is a solution of the integral equation
H(s, t, x, y) = F(s, t, x, y)+
 t
s

Rd
F(s, r, x, z)H(r, t, z, y)dzdr
where
F(s, t, x, y) = (Ls,x,y − Ls,x )G0(s, t, x − y, y)
According to formula (6) on p. 66 from [3] G0(s, t, x − y, y) ∈ Q0 with constants depending
only on d,δ and Mq (for our case G0 is a Gaussian density). Using this, it is easy to verify that
F ∈ Q1 with constants depending only on d ,δ and Mq . From Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain that
H ∈ Q0 and consequently G ∈ Q0 with constants depending only on d ,δ and Mq . 
Now we are going to extend Lemma 1 so that we can estimate qm .
Denote for non-negative integer n:
Qu,n(C, γ ) =

F =

|p|+|q|6n
Dxq D
y
p Fp,q : Fp,q ∈ Qu−n(C, γ )

where Dxq are derivatives with respect to xqi with multiindex q = (q1, . . . , qm) and m = |q| is
the number of the derivatives taken. It is obvious that Qu,n ⊂ Qu , but the converse statement is
not true (for n > 0). To prove it we may take Gaussian density multiplied by (t − s)−u/2 as an
example
F(s, t, x, y) = (t − s)−(d+u)/2(2π)−d/2e− ∥x−y∥
2
2(t−s)
This is obviously an element of Qu . Suppose that the representation from the definition of Qu,n
is possible and
F(s, t, x, y) =

|p|+|q|6n
Dxq D
y
p Fp,q(s, t, x, y), Fp,q ∈ Qu−n(C, γ ).
Integrating with respect to dx we obtain
(t − s)−u/2 =

Rd

|p|6n

∂
∂x p1
+ ∂
∂yp1

. . .

∂
∂x pk
+ ∂
∂ypk

Fp,0(s, t, x, y)dx
where p = (p1, . . . , pk). Note that the derivatives with respect to x vanish under the integral
and therefore derivatives with respect to y can be represented using the sum of derivatives with
respect to x and y. The function on the right hand side is an integral of the element of Ru−n ,
which means it does not exceed (t − s)−(u−n)/2 = (t − s)−u/2(t − s)n/2. This is a contradiction
and it means that the function F in our example does not belong to Qu,n .
It turns out that after we replace Qu by Qu,n in Lemma 1 we need only that u − n < 2 rather
than u < 2 (and the same for v,m).
Lemma 3. Suppose that F1 ∈ Qu,n(C1, γ 1), F2 ∈ Qv,m(C2, γ 2) for n = 0, 1, . . .; m =
0, 1, . . .; u < n + 2; v < m + 2 and
F3(s, t, x, y) =
 t
s

Rd
F1(s, r, x, z)F2(r, t, z, y)dzdr.
Then F3 ∈ Qu+v−2,n+m(C3, γ 3), where C3 and γ 3 depend only on C1, γ 1, C2, γ 2, u, v, n, m.
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Proof. We know that if n = 1:
F1 = F1,0 +
d
i=1

∂
∂xi
F x1,i +
∂
∂yi
F y1,i

where F1,0, F x1,i , F
y
1,i ∈ Qu−1 and u − 1 < 2. Note that (this is a variant of (20))
Rd
∂
∂zi
F y1,i (s, r, x, z)F2(r, t, z, y)dz = −
∂
∂xi

Rd
F y1,i (s, r, x, z)F2(r, t, z, y)dz
+

Rd

∂
∂xi
+ ∂
∂zi

F y1,i (s, r, x, z)
× F2(r, t, z, y)dz.
This immediately means that we found a desired representation of F3 in the case n = 1,m = 0
(Lemma 1 is applied here). For the arbitrary n,m we can find the appropriate representation
using iterations of the formula above and its analogue with interchanged variables y and x . 
If we reduce the highest limit for u, v by 2, we can drop the integral with respect to dr .
Lemma 4. Suppose that F1 ∈ Qu,n(C1, γ 1), F2 ∈ Qv,m(C2, γ 2) for n = 0, 1, . . .; m =
0, 1, . . .; u 6 n; v 6 m and
F3(s, t, x, y; r) =

Rd
F1(s, r, x, z)F2(r, t, z, y)dz, r ∈ [s, t].
Then F3 ∈ Qu+v,n+m(C3, γ 3) (F3 = 0 for r ∉ [s, t]), where C3 and γ 3 depend only on C1, γ 1,
C2, γ 2, u, v, n, m.
Proof. If we prove that F1 ∈ Qu , F2 ∈ Qv for u, v 6 0 provides F3 ∈ Qu+v , then we may
proceed like in the proof of Lemma 4. This statement can be verified by repeating the proof of
Lemma 1, since the same approach works here as well. 
Now we are ready to estimate qm .
Theorem 6. Let Rs1, . . . , R
s
n be a set of differential operators of orders r1, . . . , rn respectively
with measurable coefficients that depend on parameter s ∈ [0, 1]. Suppose that a and b
are continuous, all elements of a(s, ·) and b(s, ·) and coefficients of Rsi belong uniformly
to C∞b (Rd) with constants Mq , and b satisfies (2). Then for all 0 < s < t1 < · · · <
tn < t < 1 operator Ts,t1 R
t1
1 Tt1,t2 . . . R
tn
n Ttn ,t , acting on C
∞
b (R
d), can be represented using
a kernel K (s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y) with x, y as kernel variables. This kernel belongs to Qr,r (C, γ )
with respect to the variables s, t, x, y. Constants C, γ depend only on Mq , δ, r , d, where
r = r1 + · · · + rn .
Proof. We recall that by Theorem 5 we have G ∈ Q0 and so its derivative of order k belongs
to Qk,k . The kernel K can be written using a repeated convolution of the kernel G of Ts,t and
its derivatives (the integrals and derivatives exist and can be taken in any order since G ∈ Q0).
To estimate K using Lemma 4 we only need to check that G(s, t, x, y) f (t, y) ∈ Q0, if f (t, ·)
belongs uniformly to C∞b (Rd). But this can be easily verified, for example:
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∂
∂xi
+ ∂
∂yi

(G(s, t, x, y) f (t, y)) =

∂
∂xi
+ ∂
∂yi

G(s, t, x, y)

f (t, y)
+G(s, t, x, y) ∂
∂yi
f (t, y) ∈ R0. 
Remark 1. Suppose that we have a set of operators L i , i = 0, . . . , n each satisfying the same
conditions as L and corresponding Ti,s,t for L i defined as Ts,t for L . Then if we replace Tti ,ti+1 by
Ti,ti ,ti+1 (Ts,t1 is replaced by T0,s,t1 and Ttn ,t – with Tn,tn ,t ) the statement of Theorem 6 would also
hold. It follows from the proof, since we never used the fact that we have the same coefficients,
but only that the fundamental solutions have the same estimates.
Corollary 1. Suppose that a and b are continuous, the elements of a(s, ·) and σ(s, ·) belong
uniformly to C∞b (Rd) with constants Mq , and b satisfies (2). Then qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y),
where s < t1 < · · · < tn < t , belongs to Qn,n(C, γ ) with respect to variables s, t, x, y.
Constants C, γ depend only on Mq , δ, n, d.
Proof. This is a direct application of Theorem 6. 
5. Examples of Itoˆ–Wiener expansion kernels for a non-smooth σ
In the previous section we saw that the kernels qm have the desired behaviour as long as the
elements of σ (among other conditions) belong to C∞b (Rd). We want to show that dropping this
requirement may lead to the violation of the inequality provided by the statement qm ∈ Rn from
Corollary 1. This is the main reason to look at the following examples.
Suppose that Eq. (1) has zero drift and σ is an orthogonal matrix: a = 0, b = σσ T = I .
As long as σ is measurable such stochastic equation has a weak solution that is also a Wiener
process. In other words we have a probability space where both X t and Wt are Wiener processes.
On this probability space we have two essentially different (generally speaking) Gaussian spaces
generated by X and W . In some sense we may say that W generates Gaussian space that is
a nonlinear transformation of Gaussian space generated by X (σ -algebra generated by W is
smaller than one generated by X , because we can reverse equation to find W from X ). This
transformation is defined by some nonlinear function on Gaussian space that conserves Gaussian
measure. In the case when X t is a strong solution this function can be inverted. We are interested
in the behaviour of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of a function of X t defined by our scheme using
Gaussian space generated by Wt .
Let us show a simple example where qm ∈ Rn does not hold.
Example 2. Let d = 1 and
σ(x) =

1, x > 0
−1, x < 0
This is well-known example that demonstrates the absence of strong solution.
Since it satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1 we have representation (13) for qm . Let us
look at q1:
q1(0, t1, t, x, y) =

R
p(t1, x − z)σ (z) ∂
∂z
p(t − t1, z − y)dz
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where p(t, x) = (2π t)−d/2e−∥x∥2/2t is standard Gaussian density with zero mean and variance
t . Now if we take x = y = 0 we get:
q1(0, t1, t, 0, 0) =

R
p(t1, z)σ (z)
∂
∂z
p(t − t1, z)dz
= −(2π t)−1/2(t − t1)−1

R
|z|p

t1(t − t1)
t
, z

dz = Mt−1

t1
t − t1
where M is some negative constant. It is obvious that q1 does not belong to R1 uniformly on
s < t1 < t .
For the local time kernel r1 we have:
r1(0, t1, t, 0, 0) = M
 t
t1
s−1

t1
s − t1 ds = 2M arctg

t − t1
t1
which means it is bounded.
Now we can compare this case to the situation when q1 ∈ R1 holds, which means that we
have
|q1(0, t1, t, 0, 0)| 6 C1t−1
and consequently
|r1(0, t1, t, 0, 0)| 6 C1ln tt1 .
If t1 → 0+ then the behaviour in our example is better (in the example we have that r1 is
bounded, while ln tt1 is not). But if t1 → t− then the estimate provides faster convergence to 0
than in our example, since:
ln
t
t1
∼ t
t1
− 1; arctg

t − t1
t1
∼

t
t1
− 1.
It may seem that the absence of strong solution causes this difference in the behaviour of
the kernels, however this is not the case. In fact the real reason is the non-smoothness of σ . To
confirm that we need to consider more complicated example.
Example 3. Let d = 2 and
σ(x) =

I, x1 < −1
√
2
2
√
2
2
−
√
2
2
√
2
2
 , x1 > 0
 cos

π(x1 + 1)
4

sin

π(x1 + 1)
4

− sin

π(x1 + 1)
4

cos

π(x1 + 1)
4

 , x1 ∈ [−1, 0].
We defined σ such that σ1,1 is a function only of the first variable smooth everywhere except
x1 = 0,−1 and in these points the function itself and its first derivative are continuous, except
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the derivative has a positive jump at x1 = 0. Note that in this case σ satisfies Lipschitz condition
and our X t is in fact a strong solution. Let us look at q(1,1) with x = y = 0:
q(1,1)(0, t1, t2, t, 0, 0) =

R4
p(t1, z1)

σ1,1(z1)
∂
∂z1,1
+ σ2,1(z1) ∂
∂z1,2

× p(t2 − t1, z2 − z1)
×

σ1,1(z2)
∂
∂z2,1
+ σ2,1(z2) ∂
∂z2,2

p(t − t2, z2)dz1dz2.
We used the following notation for the coordinates: z1 = (z1,1, z1,2), z2 = (z2,1, z2,2). The
function under the integral is a product of the function of z1,1, z2,1 and the function of z1,2, z2,2.
Therefore the integral is the product of two integrals. After opening the brackets the integral
splits into the sum of four integrals. It is easy to check that integrals with exactly one derivative
of the second coordinate are zero, i.e two members of the sum are zero. The integral with two
derivatives with respect to the second coordinate is easy to estimate: the integral with respect
to the first coordinates is bounded by constant multiplied by t−1/2 and the integral with respect
to the second coordinates is equal to non-zero constant multiplied by t−3/2. Let us study the
remaining integral:
q(1,1)(0, t1, t2, t, 0, 0) =

R2
p(t1, z1,1)σ1,1(z1)
∂
∂z1,1
p(t2 − t1, z2,1 − z1,1)σ1,1(z2)
× ∂
∂z2,1
p(t − t2, z2,1)dz1,1dz2,1

R2
p(t1, z1,2)
× p(t2 − t1, z2,1 − z1,1)p(t − t2, z2,1)dz1,2dz2,2.
The second integral above is equal to non-zero constant multiplied by t−1/2. We want to study
the behaviour of the first integral as t1 → t− (t2 is also changing to stay inside interval (t1, t)).
Denote x = z1,1 − z2,1, y = z2,1, √t2 − t1 = ε1, √t − t2 = ε2 and
g(ε1, ε2, x, y) = σ1,1(x + y)σ1,1(y)p(t − ε21 − ε22, x + y).
The first integral is equal to:
J =

R2
p(t1, z1,1)σ1,1(z1)
∂
∂z1,1
p(t2 − t1, z2,1 − z1,1)σ1,1(z2)
× ∂
∂z2,1
p(t − t2, z2,1)dz1,1dz2,1
= ε−21 ε−22

R2
g(ε1, ε2, x, y)p(ε
2
1, x)p(ε
2
2, y)xydxdy
= ε−21 ε−22

[0,+∞]2
(g(ε1, ε2, x, y)− g(ε1, ε2,−x, y)− g(ε1, ε2, x,−y)
+ g(ε1, ε2,−x,−y))p(ε21, x)p(ε22, y)xydxdy.
We are interested in the behaviour of this integral as (ε1, ε2)→ (0+, 0+). We know that the first
derivative of σ1,1 is bounded, and its second derivative is unbounded at zero (the first derivative
has a positive jump). We can use it to prove the following statement: for any M > 0 we can find
δ > 0 such that for all 0 < x < δ, 0 < y < δ, 0 < ε21 < t/3, 0 < ε
2
2 < t/3:
g(ε1, ε2, x, y)− g(ε1, ε2,−x, y)− g(ε1, ε2, x,−y)+ g(ε1, ε2,−x,−y) > Mxy
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Indeed σ1,1(x) can be represented in the neighbourhood of x = 0 as a double integral of its
second derivative plus a “jump” term of the form a|x |. Taking function f (x, y) = |x + y| it is
easy to check that:
lim
(x,y)→(0+,0+)
f (x, y)− f (x,−y)− f (−x, y)+ f (−x,−y)
xy
= lim
(x,y)→(0+,0+)
4 min(x, y)
xy
= +∞
This is also true for f (x, y) = σ1,1(x + y) since multiplying by positive constant and adding a
two times differentiable function changes nothing. Our function g(ε1, ε2, x, y) has an additional
multiplier, but its derivatives with respect to x, y are bounded uniformly on 0 < ε21 < t/3, 0 <
ε22 < t/3. Therefore the same statement holds for g as function from x, y uniformly on
0 < ε21 < t/3, 0 < ε
2
2 < t/3. Using it we obtain the following estimate:
J > Mε−21 ε
−2
2

[0,δ]2
p(ε21, x)p(ε
2
2, y)x
2 y2dxdy
− 2 sup
∂g∂x
 ε−21 ε−22 [0,δ]×[δ,+∞] p(ε21, x)p(ε22, y)x2 ydxdy
− 2 sup
∂g∂y
 ε−21 ε−22 [0,δ]×[δ,+∞] p(ε21, x)p(ε22, y)xy2dxdy
− 4 sup |g|ε−21 ε−22

[δ,+∞]2
p(ε21, x)p(ε
2
2, y)xydxdy.
The expression on the right hand side converges to M/4 as (ε1, ε2) → (0+, 0+), which means
J takes values greater than any constant in any neighbourhood of (ε1, ε2) = (0, 0). As a result
q(1,1)(0, t1, t2, t, 0, 0) is unbounded as t1 → t−. This is a contradiction to the statement that
q(1,1) belongs to R2 uniformly on t1, t2. This contradiction is obviously the consequence of the
non-smoothness of σ .
6. Local time as a generalized functional
Note that the kernels of the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion of I nLT (δx ) = limε→0+ I nLT ( fε), where fε
converges weakly as measures to δx , can be represented by rm . The estimates from Theorem 6
allow us to see that we can choose a good multiplier ψ in the definition (9) of the operator A to
get rid of the singularities in rm and make ∥(A⊗nr)m∥2 finite for all n > 1 (for example we can
take ψ(t) = 12 tθ with large enough θ ). Therefore the following result seems natural.
Theorem 7. Suppose that a and b are continuous, the elements of a(s, ·) and σ(s, ·) belong
uniformly to C∞b (Rd) with constants Mq , b satisfies (2) and the operator A satisfies (9) and (10).
If we additionally have that: 1
0
(M0,t (ψ))
n+1t1−ddt < +∞ (23)
where
Ms,t (ψ) = sup
i,u∈[s,t]
ψ2i (u) (24)
then there exists n-renormalized local time in Φ2(A) of X t at any point y.
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The existence of n-renormalized local time in Φ2(A) means the finiteness of Φ2(A)-norm for
I nLT (δx ), which is local time without the first n + 1 members of its Itoˆ–Wiener expansion (or
more precisely the existence of the corresponding limit of the local time approximations, see
Definition 2).
Unfortunately we cannot prove that Φ2(A) norm is finite directly using Gaussian estimates
from Theorem 6, since it includes controlling the dependence of the ∥(A⊗nr)m∥2 on n and
consequently finding the behaviour of all constants in our estimates as n → +∞. But the
complicated nature of these estimates does not allow us to do that. Therefore we take a different
approach and estimate the norm in Φ2(A) as a whole instead of estimating each member of
the corresponding series separately (which includes using (8) together with (11) instead of
its alternative (7)). To achieve this we develop a representation of Φ2(A) norm of ILT ( f )
and I nLT ( f ), assuming that (9) and (10) hold. For this purpose we construct a new stochastic
differential equation, such that the transition density of its solution determines Φ2(A) norm of
any functionals of X .
Consider a stochastic differential equation for a stochastic process Yt in R2d :
dYt = a˜(t, Yt )dt + σ˜ (t, Yt )dWˆt (25)
where Wˆt is a Wiener process in R3d and
a˜(t, x) = (a(t, x1), a(t, x2))
σ˜ (t, x) =

σ(t, x1) 0
0 σ(t, x2)

Λ1(ψ(t)) 0 Λ2(ψ(t))
0 Λ1(ψ(t)) Λ2(ψ(t))

for any t > 0 and x1 ∈ Rd , x2 ∈ Rd , x = (x1, x2) with Λ1(z) and Λ2(z) are diagonal matrices
that depend on z ∈ [−1, 1]d as follows
Λ1(z)i i =

1− (zi )2; Λ2(z)i i = zi .
Let Yt = (Y 1t , Y 2t ), where Y 1 and Y 2 are the projections on the subspaces spanned by the
first d coordinates and the other d coordinates respectively. It is obvious that Y 1t and Y
2
t are the
solutions of the original Eq. (1) with two different Wiener processes. We also note that:
b˜(t, x) = σ˜ (t, x)σ˜ T (t, x)
=

σ(t, x1)σ T (t, x1) σ (t, x2)Λ2((ψ(t))2)σ T (t, x1)
σ (t, x1)Λ2((ψ(t))2)σ T (t, x2) σ (t, x2)σ T (t, x2)

is uniformly positive definite, or more precisely:
(b˜(t, x)λ, λ) > (1− β2)δ|λ|2
where δ is constant from (2) and β is constant from (10). We can use Yt to estimate Φ2(A) norm
for the functional I nLT ( f ) due to the following lemma.
Lemma 5. If Y0 = (X0, X0) and Eq. (1) has a unique strong solution X, then for any operator
A satisfying (9) and (10) and any bounded functionals F = F(X),G = G(X) of the process X
we have:
(F(X),G(X))2,A = E F(Y 1)G(Y 2).
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Proof. This equality is a direct consequence of the formula (11) since the pair X (W 1) and
X (W 2) have the same distribution as Y 1 and Y 2, where both W 1 and W 2 has the same definition
as Wˆ from (11): with W being the same in both cases and W˜ being independent with each other
and W . Indeed the Eq. (25) is actually two equations of the same form as (1) with two different
Wiener processes, that have the same distribution, as the pair (W 1,W 2). 
Denote
L˜ t,x f (x) =
2d
i=1
a˜i (t, x)
∂ f
∂xi
(x)+ 1
2
2d
i=1
2d
j=1
3d
k=1
σ˜ik(t, x)σ˜ jk(t, x)
∂2 f
∂xi∂x j
(x)
and let G˜(s, t, x, y) for s < t be a fundamental solution of the following partial differential
equation ∂
∂t u(t, x)+ L˜u(t, x) = 0 solved backwards in time, which is also the probability density
with respect to variable y of the strong solution Yt of the stochastic differential Eq. (25) with
Ys = x .
We can write Φ2(A) norm for I nLT ( f ) using G˜ and qm from Krylov–Veretennikov
representation.
Lemma 6. Suppose that a and b are continuous, the elements of a(s, ·) and σ(s, ·) belong
uniformly to C∞b (Rd), b is uniformly continuous on [0, 1] × Rd and Y0 = (x, x), x ∈ Rd .
Then for any operator A satisfying (9) and (10) and bounded continuous functions f, g we have:
(I nLT ( f ), I
n
LT (g))2,A =
 1
0
 1
0

R2d
Kn(s, t, x, y
1, y2) f (y1) f (y2)dsdtdy1dy2 (26)
where, if s < t (case t < s is symmetrical),
Kn(s, t, x, y
1, y2) =

Rd
G˜(0, s, (x, x), (y1, u))G(s, t, u, y2)du
−
n
k=0

|m|=k

∆n [0,s]
qm(0, t1, . . . , tn, s, x, y1)qm
× (0, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y2)
n
i=1
ψ2mi (ti )dt1 . . . dtn . (27)
Proof. Using Theorem 1 we can write:
I nLT ( f ) = ILT ( f )−
n
k=0

|m|=k

Rd
 1
0
ξm(s, y,W )ds f (y)dy
where
ξm(s, y,W ) =

∆n [0,s]
qm(0, t1, . . . , tn, s, x, y)dW (t1) . . . dW (tn)
where ξm is well-defined and the integral with respect to f (y)dy can be taken after the stochastic
integral due to the estimate from Corollary 1.
Lemma 5 allows us to find:
(I nLT ( f ), I
n
LT (g))2,A =
 1
0
 1
0
E f (Y 1s )g(Y
2
t )dsdt
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−
n
k=0

|m|=k

Rd

Rd
 1
0
 1
0
Eξm(s, y
1,W 1)
× ξm(t, y2,W 2)dsdt f (y1)g(y2)dy1dy2.
Now, since:
Eξm(s, y
1,W 1)ξm(t, y
2,W 2) =

∆n [0,min(s,t)]
qm(0, t1, . . . , tn, s, x, y1)qm
× (0, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y2)
n
i=1
ψ2mi (ti )dt1 . . . dtn
we only have to find E f (Y 1s )g(Y
2
t ) using that the fundamental solution G˜(s, t, x, ·) is a
probability density of (Y 1(t), Y 2(t)) under the condition (Y 1(s), Y 2(s)) = x :
E f (Y 1s )g(Y
2
t )
=

R4d
G˜(0, s, (x, x), (y1, u))G˜(s, t, (y1, u), (v, y2)) f (y1)g(y2)dvdudy1dy2.
But since Y 1 and Y 2 are the solutions of two unrelated equations with two different Wiener
processes such that increments of one Wiener process are independent together with the
increments of the other on non-intersecting intervals, we also have that
Rd
G˜(s, t, (y1, u), (v, y2))dv = G(s, t, u, y2).
And this completes the proof of the lemma. 
Gaussian estimates for G˜ and qm provide that kernel Kn is bounded by Gaussian density.
But if we integrate this estimate with respect to dsdt we get an unbounded function for d > 1.
Therefore it does not allow us to define renormalized local time inΦ2(A). However renormalized
local time in Φ2(A) was already defined in [1] and we can improve our estimates to define it for
our case.
We want to control “renormalized” G˜, when s or t is close to 0 by including an additional
dependence of constants in the estimate on ψ . To achieve this we need to find a specific
representation of G˜ to deal with both renormalization and the dependence on ψ . Fortunately
this can be done by deriving a Taylor’s expansion of G˜ with respect to a multiplicator of ψ2.
Denote by G˜q the fundamental solution G˜ if ψ is replaced by
√
qψ for q ∈ [0, 1].
Theorem 8. Suppose that a and b are continuous, the elements of a(s, ·) and σ(s, ·) belong
uniformly to C∞b (Rd) with constants Mp, b satisfies (2) and the operator A satisfies (9) and (10).
Then for all 0 < s < t < 1, x = (x1, x2), y = (y1, y2); x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ Rd and N = 0, 1, . . .:
G˜(s, t, x, y) =
N
n=0

|m|=n

∆n [0,1]
qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x
1, y1)qm
× (s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x2, y2)
n
i=1
ψ2mi (ti )dt1 . . . dtn
+
 1
0
G˜ N+1q (s, t, x, y)(N + 1)(1− q)N dq (28)
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where qm are the kernels of Krylov–Veretennikov representation given by (13),
G˜ N+1q (s, t, x, y) =

∆N+1[0,1]

R2d(N+1)
G˜q(s, t1, x, z1)R
t1,z1 G˜q(t1, t2, z1, z2) . . .
× G˜q(tN , tN+1, zN , zN+1)RtN+1,zN+1
× G˜q(tN+1, t, zN+1, y)dz1 . . . dzN+1dt1 . . . dtN+1 (29)
for N = 0, 1, . . . and
Rt,x,y =
d
i=1
ψ2i (t)S
t,x
i S
t,y
i .
Additionally G˜ N+1q ∈ Q0,2(N+1)(C˜, γ ) with C˜ = (Ms,t (ψ))N+1C where Ms,t (ψ) is given
by (24) and constants C, γ depend only on N, β, δ, Mp, d. In particular
|G˜ N+1q (s, t, x, y)| 6 C0(Ms,t (ψ))N+1(t − s)−d(2π)−de−γ0
∥x−y∥2
2(t−s) . (30)
Proof. Notice that our conditions provide that we can apply Theorems 5 and 6 to the operator
L˜q , which is the operator L˜ for ψ replaced by
√
qψ . So G˜q , qm and G˜ N+1q (s, t, x, y) are well-
defined and possess Gaussian estimates with constants that do not depend on q and ψ if β
is fixed (due to Theorem 6: G˜ N+1q ∈ Q0,2(N+1)). Moreover if we use Theorem 6 to estimate
G˜ N+1q (s, t, x, y), such that at first we estimate the integral with respect to dz1 . . . dzN+1 without
including the multiplication factors ψ2i that come from operator R
t,z and then estimate integrals
with respect to dt1 . . . dtN+1, we obtain additional dependence on Ms,t (ψ), in particular we can
prove inequality (30).
Hence to prove the theorem we only need to show that for q ∈ (0, 1) there exists derivative
dk
dqk
G˜q(s, t, x, y) = k!G˜kq(s, t, x, y)
which is continuous for q ∈ [0, 1]. Then formula (28) is just the Taylor expansion of G˜q with
the residue in the integral form, since
G˜0(s, t, x, y) = G(s, t, x1, y1)G(s, t, x2, y2)
and consequently for k = 1, 2, . . . (we can pass to the limit q → 0+ under the integral in (29)
due to the estimate from Theorem 6)
G˜k0(s, t, x, y) =

∆n [0,1]
qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x
1, y1)
× qm(s, t1, . . . , tn, t, x2, y2)
n
i=1
ψ2mi (ti )dt1 . . . dtn
We notice that
L˜ t,xq = L˜ t,x0 + q Rt,x
which allows us to derive a well-known identity (with εRt,x as “perturbation”):
G˜q+ε(s, t, x, y) = G˜q(s, t, x, y)+ ε
 t
s

R2d
G˜q+ε(s, r, x, z)Rr,zG˜q(r, t, z, y)dzdr.
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Due to Remark 1 after Theorem 6 the integral in the right hand side taken only with respect to
dz (and all its derivatives with respect to x, y) has Gaussian bound that does not depend on r ,q
and ε. Therefore the whole integral is bounded for q, q + ε ∈ [0, 1] and we can pass to the
limit in q and q + ε under the integral. Using these properties and the formula above we obtain
that G˜q is continuous for q ∈ [0, 1]. Furthermore we have that the integral is continuous for
q, q + ε ∈ [0, 1] and consequently G˜q is differentiable with the derivative
G˜1q(s, t, x, y) =
 t
s

R2d
G˜q(s, t1, x, z1)R
t1,z1 G˜q(t1, t, z1, y)dz1dt1
which is also continuous for q ∈ [0, 1]. Repeating this procedure for higher derivatives with
induction and iteration of the “perturbation” formula above is enough to prove the theorem. 
Remark 2. Note that this theorem actually allow us to prove Krylov–Veretennikov
representation for our case. Let ξ and η be two random variables measurable with respect to
our Wiener process W (defined for t ∈ [0, 1]) and let their Itoˆ–Wiener expansions be given by
two sets of kernels aξm and a
η
m respectively. Then, by the definition of Γ (A), we have:
E(Γ (A)ξΓ (A)η) =
+∞
n=0

|m|=n

∆n [0,1]
aξm(t1, . . . , tn)
× aηm(t1, . . . , tn)ψ2m1(t1) . . . ψ2mn (tn)dt1 . . . dtn
and on the other hand, if ξ = f (X t ) and η = g(X t ):
E(Γ (A)ξΓ (A)η) = E( f (Y 1t )g(Y 2t ))
=

R2d
G˜(0, t, (x, x), (y1, y2)) f (y1)g(y2)dy1dy2
where X t and Yt are the solutions of the respective equations with X0 = Y 10 = Y 20 = x . We
know that G˜ can be represented using (28) and therefore we can use the same approach as in the
theorem above (having ψ replaced by some
√
qψ) to show that functions qm are connected to
the Itoˆ–Wiener expansion kernels am as in Theorem 1. This allows us to drop the condition of
uniform continuity for b in Lemma 6 and consequently in Theorem 7. Of course our conditions on
the coefficients here are much more strict than in the original result by Krylov and Veretennikov.
Now we are ready to prove our main result concerning the existence of local time in the space
Φ2(A).
Proof of Theorem 7. From Lemma 6 we know that the kernel Kn that describes the norm in
Φ2(A) is given by (27). Using Theorem 8 we replace G˜ by its representation (28). We obtain
two sums with qm which are the same with different signs since the integral of qm(0,
t1, . . . , tn, s, x, u) multiplied by G(s, t, u, y2) with respect to du is qm(0, t1, . . . , tn, t, x, y2)
(it follows from (13), the definition of qm). We have for s < t :
Kn(s, t, x, y
1, y2)
=

Rd
 1
0
G˜n+1q (0, s, (x, x), (y1, u))G(s, t, u, y2)(n + 1)(1− q)ndqdu.
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Using Gaussian estimates for G˜n+1q (0, s, (x, x), (y1, u)) and G(s, t, u, y2) (from Theorems 5
and 8) we find that for s < t :
|Kn(s, t, x, y1, y2)| 6 C(M0,s(ψ))n+1(ts)−d/2(2π)−de−γ ( ∥y
1−x∥2
2s + ∥y
2−x∥2
2t )
The condition (23) provides that 1
0
 1
0
|Kn(s, t, x, y1, y2)|dsdt 6 C
 1
0
 t
0
(M0,s(ψ))
n+1(ts)−d/2dsdt
= C
 1
0
(M0,s(ψ))
n+1s1−dds < +∞
and consequently 1
0
 1
0
Kn(s, t, x, y
1, y2)dsdt
is bounded and continuous function of x ,y1,y2.
It means that if f and g converge weakly as measures to δ-measure at some point x then the
limit of the (I nLT ( f ), I
n
LT (g))2,A exists and finite, i.e. the limit of I
n
LT ( f ) exists and local time
exists in Φ2(A). 
Note that in fact we can prove that the kernel 1
0
 1
0
Kn(s, t, x, y
1, y2)dsdt
is continuously differentiable l times (with arbitrary but fixed l) if we suppose that the appropriate
condition on M0,t (ψ) holds (more strict version of (23), that depends on l). Therefore we can
show the existence of another version of local time, where δ-measure is replaced by a generalized
function of order l from the space S∗(Rd). Similar result for Wiener process was proven in [1].
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